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1) AW: This approach is not utopian. It is starting to find root in the current revolution of biological 
thinking, similar to the revolutions in physics roughly 100 years ago through relativity theory and 
quantum physics. Humans and nature are one, because creative imagination and feeling expression are 
natural forces — the only way to unite the lone spheres of matter and culture.

NOT at all!
PJ: The current revolution of biological thinking (as represented by Andreas Weber's thinking) is based 
on the New-Paradigm revolution in physics at the beginning of the 3rd Millennium through the Unified
Physics by Peter Jakubowski.

2) AW: After the Enlightenment, we therefore need to work towards an "Enlivenment" that is able to 
close the gap between subjective experience and objective description.

Exactly, we have to do that!
PJ: The Unified Physics closes this gap once and for all.

3) AW: A future for humankind based on ecological and social justice is only possible if we 
emphatically renew our specifically human manifestation of what constitutes embodied existence: the 
middle ground where aliveness and creativity seek to experience themselves. We can call these 
qualities "soul," "heart," the "spiritual nature of man" (Erich Fromm), or the irreducible and 
indefatigable "wild" (Gary Snyder). These form the basis of everything alive and are enacted by us in a 
particular human cultural fashion.
 
Unified Physics forms the precise scientific basis of everything alive!
PJ: The "middle ground where aliveness and creativity seek to experience themselves" is defined in 
Unified Physics to be a "soul" for an individual being (leading to the being's consciousness), but it is in 
general defined as "the universal creative potential", leading to the global consciousness of all living 
organisms.

4) AW: The scientific community has a crucial task of re-shaping the relationship between 
humankind and the remainder of creation. 

It's true!
PJ: To be precise, the Unified Physics doesn't even allow to consider any fundamental difference 
between humankind and "the remainder creation". The entire Universe has been created (and the 
process is never ending) of the Matter-Spirit quanta, the Quantum Spectrum of which does not 
differentiate between any specific objects, neither stars, nor stones, nor animals, nor humans.
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